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Abstract. By overlaying virtual guidance information directly over the
surrounding environment, Augmented Reality (AR) is seen as an easy
alternative to maps for pedestrians navigating in unfamiliar urban en-
vironments. It is hypothesized, however, that easing navigation tasks
would result in weaker cognitive maps, leaving users more vulnerable to
becoming lost should their navigation device fail. We describe an out-
door navigation study that highlighted the gap between theoretical ex-
pectations and real world testing with navigation tools. We addressed
the issues by creating a simulation system for testing navigation tools
and report on the results of a study comparing AR with maps. We then
extended the system to support simultaneous secondary tasks to assess
relative workload. We present this as a way of objectively measuring
relative cognitive effort expended on navigation tool use. Our findings
are helpful in the design of mobile pedestrian navigation tools seeking to
balance navigational efficiency with mental map formation.

Keywords: pedestrian navigation, augmented reality, maps, cognitive
load, virtual environment, spatial knowledge acquisition.

1 Introduction

Rapid advances in mobile technologies coupled with the fact that many people
find maps difficult to use [1] has led to the creation of a wealth of creative digital
alternatives to traditional cartographic maps [7,8]. One promising technology is
augmented reality (AR) where virtual information is overlaid directly upon the
user’s environment through a smartphone or digital eyewear [6,10]. It is assumed
that users would complete navigation tasks far more efficiently with AR-based
than with map-based interfaces in part because AR eliminates the lateral mental
rotations as well as landmark feature associations required of map users [14]. It
is hypothesized, however, that users of tools that make navigation tasks easier
would do so at the expense of the user being spatially aware of their surroundings,
which would leave them more vulnerable to getting lost should their navigation
devices fail (e.g. due to battery depletion) [11,17]. We wish to assess the capacity
of users to balance the acquisition of spatial knowledge (SK) while navigating
with acceptable efficiency.
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2 Background

The possible relationship between the ease-of-use of navigation tools and SK
acquisition has been referred to as the “tradeoff hypothesis” where the improve-
ment of one is at the expense of the other [11]. It has also been proposed that
interfaces are becoming too easy to use and that more “effortful” interfaces need
to be created so that the user will be forced to do work to help gain spatial
awareness [5]. Indeed, it has been observed that users given random orientation
quizzes during a navigation task performed significantly better in directional re-
call when compared to users not given such quizzes although it was noted that
it may be unrealistic to expect users to accept having to answer random quizzes
[12]. An attempt to integrate SK improvement features more tightly into the
user interface by using landmark cues to encourage users to be more attentive
to their surrounding environment, however, yielded no significant results [15].

Neither the notion of ease-of-use nor the nature of cognitive maps are easily
quantified so it is challenging to test theories that relate the two. In our research,
we seek to find objective and quantifiable measures that would provide insights
for expended effort in using pedestrian navigation tools and SK acquisition for
recalling routes traveled. We assume that AR is an easier interface to use than
maps but hypothesize that maps would result in better SK, as shown in Figure
1. In this figure, the left half is considered Easy as less effort is required. This

Fig. 1. The Spatial Knowledge - Effort curve

would be the desired half for interface usage. The upper half corresponds to
stronger acquired SK, which would be the desired half for avoiding undesired
dependencies on navigation technology. Maps would presumably reside in the
upper right quadrant, being difficult to use but resulting in good SK acquired.
AR, on the other hand, should be in the lower left quadrant: it is easy to use
but results in weaker acquired SK.

Line a is calibrated by the tool designer and represents the maximum effort
that could be reasonably imposed upon a user. To the right of this line, the

interface may be considered to be too challenging to use. Line b refers to the
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maximum SK that can be acquired, such as a complete and thorough survey
knowledge of the area. Line c corresponds to the desired minimum amount
of SK the designer wishes for the user to gain. We propose a curve that passes
through the AR and map positions and regard the portion of the line that passes
through the Ideal upper-left quadrant as the interface we wish to design. Since
the limits a and c are defined by the designer, the two can be adjusted so as to

accommodate an ideal interface at d , which corresponds to a tool that balances
effort invested with SK acquired.

In the remainder of this article, we report on our studies that sought to vali-
date our assumption and test our hypothesis. We then describe a study measur-
ing the capacity of users for accepting interfaces that attempt to increase user
effort in order to improve SK so that an ideal interface for balancing navigation
efficiency and acquired SK can be created.

3 Study 1: Performance Measurement

In order to support our assumption that AR-based pedestrian navigation tools
are easier to use than map-based tools, our first study measured time-on-task
performance and user perception of expended effort. A within-subjects design
with three counter-balanced paths was employed on a university campus. Three
smartphone interface conditions were tested: map, AR, and a combination mode
that allowed the user to choose either the map or AR interface at any time (see
Figure 2). Participants were asked to complete navigation tasks with a different

Fig. 2. The map (left) and AR (right) navigation interfaces

interface condition for each of the paths. At the end of each task, participants
filled out a task load index (TLX) questionnaire. After completing all three
paths, participants were asked to rank the interfaces in order of preference. We
summarize our results and refer the reader to [2] for further details.

3.1 Results

A total of 22 participants (11 female, mean age = 31.0) completed the study.
An ANOVA detected no significant differences in the time taken to navigate the
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Table 1. Performance and TLX

Time (sec) TLX

Mean (SD) Mean (SD)

Map 919 (271) 39.58 (17.99)

AR 953 (344) 41.14 (17.04)

Combo 968 (275) 43.94 (15.69) Fig. 3. Performance times for the paths

paths using the three interface conditions (F (2, 38) = .25, p = .78), as shown in
Table 1 and Figure 3.

No significant differences were detected for the combined TLX workload scores
between the interfaces (F (2, 63) = .37, p = .69). The ranking data showed that
the AR interface was perceived to be significantly less useful than the Combina-
tion interface for completing the task (χ2 = 10.30, df = 2, p < .01). There was
also a preference for the Map or Combination interfaces over the AR interface
for use in everyday life (χ2 = 6.90, df = 2, p < .05).

3.2 Observations

Counter to our expectations, the AR interface did not offer more efficient traver-
sal times. This, along with the results of a later independent study [13] led us to
believe there may exist fundamental issues that were affecting how users perceive,
use, and perform with AR-based pedestrian navigation tools. From observations,
user feedback, and discussions, we suspected that outdoor tracking inaccuracies
may be the primary factor causing this.

The issue of poor outdoor tracking is a known problem with considerable
resources devoted to it. Since it will not likely be solved in the immediate future
[9], we created a testbed within a virtual environment (VE) so that location
information would be precisely defined at all times. By removing the tracking
errors making AR difficult to use, we were able to focus our attention on defining
the limits of how AR may affect navigational effectiveness and SK acquisition in
an ideal environment.

4 Study 2: Simulating Perfect Tracking

We used the Unity3D game engine to build SPART (Simulator for Perfect AR
Tracking) in order to evaluate user performance, perceived effort, and route re-
call in traversing a path through a desktop virtual environment. Using the mouse
to change turn the direction of view and the w key to control forward move-
ment, each participant was given navigation tasks that included a guided traver-
sal followed by an unguided recall traversal of the same path. We employed a
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between-subjects design where each participant navigated two counter-balanced
paths and was assigned one of three navigation interfaces: map (MP), map with
You-are-Here marker (MY), and AR. These were activated by holding down the

1 key and displayed as shown in Figure 4. Our results are summarized here
and we refer the reader to [16] for further details.

Fig. 4. The map (left) and AR (right) navigation interfaces

4.1 Results

A total of 71 participants (21 female, mean age = 19.8) successfully completed
the study. There was a significant difference in guided navigation time depending
on the tool being used (see Figure 5, left). MP users required the longest time
and AR users needed significantly less time at the p < .05 level. MY users were
between MP and AR users with no significant differences in performance when
compared to either the MP or AR conditions.

Fig. 5. Guided time (left) and unguided recall time (right)
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Significant differences were also observed between interfaces for the unguided
recall times (see Figure 5, right). MP users now took the least time while AR
users took significantly more time at the p < .001 level. MY users were again
between the MP and AR users; they were significantly slower than the MP users
and significantly faster than the AR users, both at the p < .05 level.

A comparison of the unguided recall times and the initial guided traversal
times is shown in Figure 6 (left). An independent t-test indicated significant
differences in the average guided time and the average unguided recall time for
MP users at the p < .001 level. Significant differences were also found for MY
users in guided traversal times and unguided recall times at the p < .001 level.
No significant differences were found for AR users between the average guided
time and the average unguided time.

There was a significant difference in perceived workload between the interfaces
(see Figure 6, right). A significant difference was observed between MP and
AR, (F (2, 66) = 6.46, p < .01). MY yielded no significant differences with MP
(p = .20) and AR (p = .27).

Fig. 6. Interaction (left) and TLX (right)

4.2 Observations

The results aligned with our assumptions. Map users took longer to navigate
through the environment than AR users. The additional time was associated
with periods where the navigation tool was active and was therefore considered
to be the user interpreting the map. Given the simpler and more direct nature of
AR, little time was required for interpretation. In this way, the simulation seemed
consistent with the aim of AR-based navigation tools, which is to simplify the
task of navigation resulting in shorter travel time. The fact that such behavior
has not been observed in the real world suggests that AR is perhaps not yet
ready to be used as an effective GPS-based navigation system.

The reversal of the traversal time relationship between the navigation inter-
faces for guided traversal times and unguided traversals for VE participants (see
Figure 5) also agrees with expectations: the greater amount of time spent nav-
igating through the environment correlated with more efficient time retracing
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the path at a later point. Referring back to Figure 1, this is consistent with the
placement of maps in the upper half of the graph and AR in the lower half.

The results of the TLX indicated that AR users perceived greater effort was
expended than map users, which is also consistent with expectations since the
TLX was administered after the unguided recall navigation task, which we ex-
pected to be more difficult for AR users. The TLX is, however, a self-assessment
survey and, as such, a subjective measure. To create the design parameters we
seek, we would like to find a more objective measure which we describe next.

5 Study 3: Measuring Effort Capacity with Dual Tasks

We attempted to find an objective and quantitative measure that captures the
ease users have with AR and map-based pedestrian navigation tools. To do this,
we created a secondary task that served to distract the user from the primary
task of navigation. By measuring user performance in this dual task environment,
we gained insights into how the competition for cognitive resources affected both
the primary and secondary tasks which, in turn, provided insights into the level
of cognitive effort required.

We modified SPART to periodically display a word in the upper left hand
corner of the screen. The words were taken from a standard list that has been
used in studies investigating the impact of secondary tasks upon the performance
of primary tasks, such as [3]. Participants were first asked to navigate through
the virtual city with a navigation tool while trying to memorize as many of the
words as possible. After reaching the end of the path, the participants were given
two minutes to recall as many of the memorized words as possible. They were
then asked to re-traverse the same path but without a navigation tool.

5.1 Results

A total of 47 participants (25 female, mean age=26.3) completed the study.
Comparing interfaces, map users were significantly slower than AR users during
the guided traversal (t45 = 2.86, p < .05) but, during the unguided recall traver-
sal, map users were significantly faster (t45 = −3.06, p < .05). This is shown in
Figure 7 (left).

Comparing guided and unguided recall modes, map users were significantly
faster in the unguided mode than in the guided mode (t470 = 3.29, p < .001).
AR users, however, did not exhibit any significant differences in time between
guided and unguided recall navigation (t50 = −1.79, p = .08). These are shown
in Figure 7 (right).

As a between-subjects study, we were able to compare the data from this
study with Study 2. After culling out MY participants and participants who
traversed Path B first, we retained 22 participants for comparison. Map users
exhibited significant differences in travel times between the single-task and dual-
task modes for both guided (t31 = −1.75, p < .05) and unguided recall travels
(t31 = −2.44, p < .05) (see Figure 8).
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Fig. 7. Navigation performance comparisons for dual task study between interfaces
and guidance modes

Fig. 8. Navigation performance comparisons between single and dual tasks

In contrast, AR users did not exhibit any significant differences in travel time
between single-task and dual-task modes for either guided (t36 = −.546, p = .59)
or unguided recall travel times (t36 = −1.12, p = .27). These are shown in the
graphs of Figure 8. For the secondary task of word memorization, AR users
recalled significantly more words than map users (t45 = 2.08, p < .05). A t-test
conducted on the dual-task TLX results indicated that AR users perceived a
significantly higher workload than map users (t45 = −2.27, p < .05).

5.2 Observations

The observation that guided performance suffered significantly for map users but
not for AR users when switching from single to dual tasks suggest that the sec-
ondary task had a substantial impact on map users while it did not significantly
affect AR users. A possible explanation for this is that map users had to split
their cognitive resources between two tasks that were in competition. The AR
condition, on the other hand, may have required so little cognitive effort that a
secondary task would easily receive the attention it demanded without diminish-
ing the performance of the primary navigation task. Users in the real world are
often engaged in some secondary task—such as chatting with a friend—while
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finding their way in an urban environment, so the potential of AR-based naviga-
tion tools for effectively guiding such users without diminishing their secondary
task is attractive.

While the secondary task slowed down map users significantly, it did not
diminish the retention of a mental map for Map users since they were still sig-
nificantly better than AR users in unguided travel time performance. This may
suggest that the implicit retention of a mental map did not suffer as a conse-
quence of having a secondary task. In other words, the secondary task increased
the amount of time the user needed to accomplish the primary task but it did
not seem to affect the mental map created.

With respect to the secondary task, AR users were able to recall significantly
more words than map users without significantly increasing their guided traver-
sal times from their single-task traversal. Map users, on the other hand, not only
recalled significantly less words than AR users but also took significantly longer
to follow the guided traversal when given a secondary task. As previously ob-
served, this may show that AR users had greater spare cognitive capacity than
map users to devote resources to the secondary task.

6 Discussion

Our interest in balancing navigation effectiveness with the formation of cogni-
tive maps is challenged by a lack of objective quantitative metrics. Traditional
approaches use distance and direction estimates as well as sketchmaps to build
a model of cognitive maps but there are still fundamental arguments as to what
actually constitute cognitive maps [4]. Instead of modeling a sophisticated con-
cept, we chose to restrict our interest to a particular aspect of mental maps
that is both more measurable and arguably of great interest: the retention of
route knowledge. Our shift into a virtual setting proved advantageous since route
knowledge can be tested with re-traversals but real world re-traversals of paths
can be physically exhausting and not scalable on an experimental level. The dif-
ference in performance measures between the guided and subsequent unguided
recall traversals gave us a basic measure for retained route knowledge.

We seek to balance SK acquisition with ease-of-use, which is another notion
that is difficult to measure. Although the TLX survey is an effective measure, it is
highly subjective. Our use of the dual task approach provides some basic insights
in effort expended. Since our ultimate interest is in finding ways to introduce
secondary tasks for improving SK, we do not need to transform effort expended
into a potential ability for handling secondary tasks: the two are inversely related
and so we simply interpret the results directly.

Given our focus on SK acquisition, the use of word memorization as a sec-
ondary task may lack substantial conflict with the faculties dedicated to spatial
abilities. Future work should attempt to introduce secondary tasks that compete
for resources more directly related to navigation.

Figure 9 illustrates how our measure can be used to guide interface design.
Line a defines the minimal capacity deemed necessary for handling secondary
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tasks for improving SK. Line b defines the level of efficient performance. Box
c defines the constraints within which pedestrian navigation tools would ideally
occupy that could exploit the capacity of performing a secondary task for the
sake of improving SK.

Fig. 9. Performance - Capacity Quadrants

Figure 10 illustrates how the relationship between time-on-task performance
and acquisition of SK can be harnessed. The time saved by using an AR inter-

Fig. 10. Balancing navigation efficiency with SK acquisition

face for guidance (left side of graph) provides an opportunity to request more
effort from the user in order to improve SK. For example, users can be asked to
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view a landmark briefly before receiving guidance directions. The dashed arrow
indicates the time penalty caused by making AR more challenging. The benefit
from the increasing the challenge is reflected in the unguided recall time (right
side of graph) where the dashed arrow indicates the desired improvement in
performance. The measures we presented here can help quantitatively calibrate
the design of pedestrian navigation tools that employs the time saved using an
AR-based navigation interface to offset the decrease in SK acquired without
adversely affecting performance significantly.

7 Conclusion

There is a desire to create pedestrian navigation tools that provide efficient guid-
ance information without sacrificing the formation of cognitive maps. To date,
theoretical efforts have largely been qualitative and subjective. Experimental
attempts have either yielded interfaces that would strengthen SK at the cost of
usability or, they have been inconclusive. We are interested in finding an ob-
jective, quantitative measure for the factors that relate navigation effectiveness
and a user’s capacity to accept interfaces that require more effort for the sake
of improving SK. We compared one of the newest technologies for pedestrian
navigation with one of the oldest: AR with maps. We saw that AR is not quite
ready for practical use although it may still, in principle, offer more efficient
and better ease-of-use navigation guidance than maps. To explore this, we built
SPART, a simulator that provided perfect location data for AR tracking. Our
navigation testbed supported the assumption that AR-based navigation tools
would be faster and easier to use than maps but offer weaker cognitive maps.
By using a dual task approach, we were able to measure the capacity of users
to take on secondary tasks that could be devoted to SK acquisition. We found
that AR users had far greater capacity than map users to undertake a secondary
task without penalizing the guided performance time. With this set of studies,
further work in this area can now have a firm quantitative base upon which to
design features that serve to balance the ease of navigation while improving the
formation of SK.
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